Research shows that engaged employees contribute to an organization’s bottom line, and the employees who have choice and control over where and how they work are the most engaged. Answer™ solutions offer a range of applications, aesthetics, technology integration and adaptability, optimizing the performance of the workforce and workplace.
Represents the correlation between office workers’ satisfaction with their workplace and their level of engagement.

33%
Percentage of the office workforce that is disengaged.

88%
Percentage of highly engaged workers who have control over where and how they work in the office, depending on the task.
An Answer for Every Space

Answer offers a range of applications that support both individuals and groups, in resident and nomadic settings, with the flexibility to adapt and evolve as the needs of the organization shift.
IM#: 16-0045312  |  SM:  ANSWER PANEL (ARCTIC WHITE LAMINATE, ARCTIC WHITE PAINT), OLOGY HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE DESK (BISQUE WENGE LAMINATE WORKSURFACE, MERLE LEG), DIVISION SCREEN (COGENT CONNECT GRAPHITE), SOTO WORKTOOLS (ARCTIC WHITE), CAMPFIRE BIG TABLE (ARCTIC WHITE LAMINATE), DASH LIGHT (BLACK)

IM#: 16-0045314  |  SM:  ANSWER (CLAY WENGE LAMINATE), ANSWER BOUNDARY SCREEN (CLAY WENGE LAMINATE), THINK CHAIR (BILLARD MALLARD), HIGH DENSITY STORAGE (ARCTIC WHITE LAMINATE, CLAY WENGE LAMINATE)

IM#: 16-0042685
Designed to Adapt

With Answer freestanding solutions, it’s easy to achieve a consistent aesthetic across the floor plan, from open spaces to private offices. That means flexibility to distribute resources efficiently to satisfy a variety of individual needs, no matter how often they change.
Many Choices, One Refined Aesthetic

How a space looks and feels says a lot about its brand and culture, influencing workers’ perceptions and the organization’s ability to attract and retain talent. Through a range of materials and seamless integration with the Steelcase portfolio, Answer brings the workplace to life, allowing companies to express themselves in a consistent, compelling way.
ENHANCED ENVIRONMENTS
Boundary screens provide a warm aesthetic, rich materiality and additional privacy in any Answer setting.

TRANSPARENT BOUNDARIES
Frameless glass provides a sense of additional boundary while still allowing natural light into the workspace.

CONVENIENT STORAGE
Top cap mounted storage allows for efficient organization and display of items in a compressed footprint.
Integrated Collaboration

Answer with mediascape® combines space definition with technology to provide a seamless collaborative experience in both owned and shared settings. And as technology advances, Answer can be updated or reconfigured to leverage existing product—eliminating the need to overhaul spaces.
DEFINING SPACES

Even in the most open environments, Answer defines space so people can effectively work together without disturbing individual workers nearby.

INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP WORK

There’s no need to compromise on collaboration or privacy. With Answer, workers can achieve both.
At its heart, sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It's about creating and supporting the economic, environmental and social conditions that allow people and communities to reach their full potential. Research and insights direct our path.

It's not only about creating goods, it's about creating good. It's not only about creating value, it's about living our values. It's not just about reducing our footprint, it's about expanding our reach. It's about creating lasting and meaningful change to enable the long-term wellbeing of current and future generations. Innovative products and solutions result.

In the development of our products, we work to consider each stage of the life cycle: from materials extraction, production, transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life. We demonstrate performance through third-party verified certifications and voluntary product declarations.

Steelcase’s sustainability promises, actions, and results are communicated in an annual Corporate Sustainability Report.